Likes:

1. Open discussions
2. The discussions; fabulous guest speaker/lectures
3. The class discussion; Noa’s participation
4. discussions; interactions
5. class interactions; the lecturer, the external lectures
6. learning real examples
7. subject is interesting and class discussions (---?)
8. class discussions
9. small class size; great in-class discussions
10. interesting content; pass/fail places emphasis on learning rather than marks
11. in-class discussion.
Improvements?

2. Too much readings? :-)

8. Filter the reading list, add more realistic articles, & remove some which are basically dupes saying the same thing.

9. Confusing material CD v. handouts etc. I know it’s bad for the trees, but I would like a handbook.

10. Not get bogged down in too much theory.

11. Too much ie time management. Perhaps focus on what is really important to maximise class time.

12. More open-ended discussion.